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lad to the limbo of "chicken," worthless. Appalled both at the failure of modern
society to fill this need, and at youth's own disasterous efforts as reflected in
gangs, the authors recommend that we offer our young people more constructive
ways in which to express their masculine protest, e.g., by offering increased opportunities for realistic social participation.
This is a well-documented alive account of adolescent initiation rites from
Africa's Bathonga to Los Angeles' Pachucos. The authors' generalizations are
based on colorful concrete data, combining the field anthropologIst's details of
primitive rites, the detached social worker's and police officer's awareness of
local gang practices, and the academic sociologist's appreciation of theory. On the
anthropological side, emphasis is on cross-cuI tural similarities in psychological
growth. On the theoretical side, they emphasize the Adlerian concern with feelings
of unworthiness or inferiority and a compensatory striving towards power and
manliness. On the practitioner's side, they emphasize the compelling necessity to
recognize the implications of an age-group isolated from the main stream of
American culture.
The authors' critique of current modes of regarding delinquency, and their
promulgation of their own hypothesis, are convincing. Their recommendation that
society give greater responsibility seems a satisfactory technique for effecting
realistic transitions for all our youth toward responsibile adulthood.
However,
if, as Bloch and Niederhoffer suggest, these gang members have fixated a selfdefeating anddestructi ve means to proving their manliness, then they can gain
release from this compulsion only by renunciation of manliness as a primary goal,
in favor of the trivial, humble, and unexciting but more constructive and contributi ve goals which make up daily existence.
ALBERT EGLASH

Washington College
Chestertown, Maryland
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